
Stories From Sheep To Shawl And More
Writing About Knitting
Knitting - one of the most ancient textile arts practiced by humans. It has been a
prominent craft for centuries, evolving from simple woolen garments to intricate
designs that showcase creativity and skill. The journey from sheep to shawl
involves various processes that each hold a story in themselves.

When you think about knitting, a picture of old grannies sitting in their rocking
chairs creating cozy afghans might come to mind. But let me tell you, knitting is
not just for grandmothers anymore. It has grown into a global community of
people who enjoy the art of crafting with yarn.

Knitting starts with one key element - wool. And where does wool come from?
You guessed it right! Sheep! These fluffy creatures play a vital role in the creation
of beautiful knitted pieces. The wool from their fleeces is spun into yarn, which is
then dyed into vibrant colors.
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The process of spinning the wool is mesmerizing. It involves gently cleaning and
combing the raw fibers to remove any impurities. This is done by hand or with the
help of a spinning wheel, which turns the wool into yarn through a twisting motion.
The resulting yarn is soft, warm, and ready to be transformed into a wide range of
knitted products.

Once the yarn is ready, it's time for the real fun to begin. Knitters around the world
use their imagination and skills to create unique patterns and designs. From cozy
scarves and sweaters to intricate lacework and blankets, the possibilities are
endless.

Knitting is not just about the end product; it's about the process itself. Many
people find solace and relaxation in the rhythmic motion of knitting needles as
they create something beautiful with their own two hands. It's a way to disconnect
from the digital world and reconnect with a tangible craft.

Moreover, knitting is a wonderful way to express oneself. It allows individuals to
showcase their individuality through their choice of colors, patterns, and
techniques. Knitted garments often hold sentimental value, as they are often
made with love for oneself or a loved one.

But knitting isn't limited to just garments. The craft has expanded its horizons to
include accessories like hats, gloves, and socks, as well as home decor items like
cushions, blankets, and even art installations. The versatility of knitting is truly
remarkable.
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As society becomes more aware of sustainable practices, knitting also aligns
itself with the eco-friendly movement. By choosing to knit, people can support
ethical and local wool production, reducing the carbon footprint associated with
fast fashion. Buying yarn from small farms or local artisans promotes a more
responsible and conscious consumer culture.

Furthermore, there is a vast community of knitters who actively share their
experiences, patterns, and tips online. Social media platforms, forums, and
knitting blogs have become treasure troves of inspiration and knowledge.
Whether you are a beginner or an experienced knitter, there is always something
new to learn and explore.

Knitting has truly come a long way, and its journey continues to unfold. The
stories behind each knitted piece, from the sheep in the field to the hands of the
knitter, are what make this craft so captivating. So the next time you see a knitted
shawl or a pair of socks, remember the passion, dedication, and creativity that
went into creating it.

Embrace the art of knitting and unravel your own stories from sheep to shawl and
beyond!
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Knitters are a breed unto themselves. They speak their own language, and they
harbor a passion for their craft that takes a strong hold, blocking out troubles and
worry, whenever they pick up the needles. But knitters are not exclusionary—all
are welcome into the warm circle once you appreciate the beauty of hand-spun
and dyed yarn, the sense of focus that comes with starting a new project, and the
joy of creating something beautiful to share with a loved one. In their first book,
KnitLit: Sweaters and Their Stories, Linda Roghaar and Molly Wolf brought
together a heaping stash of stories by knitters and for knitters that spoke to the
power of knitting in people’s lives. Now, without a single dropped stitch, here is
KnitLit Too: Stories from Sheep to Shawl.

Featuring another rich array of contributors, KnitLit Too includes folksinger
Christine Lavin and writers Perri Klass, Lesléa Newman, and Suzanne Strempek
Shea. Featured as well are stories by a third-grader who picks up the needles for
the first time, a mother waiting to wrap her soon-to-be-adopted child in the
blanket she made for him, a sister upstaged by her Merchant Marine brother who
just so happens to be a natural knitter, a man who is forced to admit to the new
woman in his life that, yes, he knows how to knit, and a young girl living with her
mother in a battered women’s shelter who is brought back from the brink when
she learns to knit. Rounding out these heartwarming true tales are original poetry,
meditations, fiction, and even a mystery, all about knitting. KnitLit Too features
more than 70 pieces, some sweet and touching, others inspirational or hilarious,
and all woven together by the dedication and devotion that knitters feel for a
cherished hobby that is for many a way of life.
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